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Title in CZ, EN DINO TRADING spol. s r.o.; DINO TRADING Ltd.
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Date of registration 15.05. 1995
Residency Husinecka 903/10, 130 00 Prague 3, Czech Republic
Representative Ing. Jaroslav Vondruška, Managing director
Telephone, Fax (+420) 270 002 826, (+420) 234 602 321
E-mail, Website info@dinotrading.cz; www.dinotrading.cz
Bank Československá obchodní banka, a. s. (CSOB)
Bank account 135 388 188 / 0300 (CZK), IBAN: CZ56 0300 0000 0001 3538 8188

Benefits of cooperation:

Our goal is to find and offer for each customer reasonable solution leading to the reduction of lighting cost. 
The most common is voltage control and replacement of standard lamps and lighting sources by efficient 
LED and LVD technology. However as a manufacturer of voltage regulators REG series we can offer much 
more including monitoring and measuring of electrical network and other related systems. We bring to our 
clients savings up to 70% and other services.

Complex solution:

DINO TRADING Ltd. has engaged the import, sale and installation of telecommunications and office 
equipment since its establishment two decades ago. Actively participated in the development and 
production of specific products. The company has a business license in the field of production, installation 
and repair of electrical machinery and apparatus, electronic and telecommunications equipment and our 
specialists hold a certificate for a revision of electrical equipment and designing according to §10 of 
Regulation 50/78 Sb. on qualification in electrical engineering. Several years ago we have focused on energy 
saving lighting and started selling and consequently producing our own voltage regulators. We have our own 
team for hardware and software development and that is why we are flexible and can adapt solutions
according customers’ demands and technical requirements. We offer our services mainly in the Czech and 
Slovak republic but thanks our trained partners we can provide installation, including complete lighting 
systems, also in other countries. Up to now we have supplied and installed more than 300 controllers and 
replaced the lighting in a number of premises in the Czech and Slovak Republic including 15 of Billa’s stores.

DINO is a leading reseller of the TESLA brand (formerly Esolite) that covers LVD & LED wide assortment of 
branded light solutions. 

Important CLIENTS and PARTNERS:

|  AGIP  |  AHOLD CZECH REPUBLIC  |  ALUKOV HZ  |  BAUHAUS  | BILLA  | CVP GALVANIKA  |  ČEZ E.S.  |  
DATART INTERNATIONAL  |  DELPHI PACKARD ELECTRIC  |  ELTODO – CITELUM  |  FERMATA  |  FRESEUS 
MEDICAL CARE  |  GLOBUS  |  IKEA  |  INTERKOV  |  K + K KOBERCE  |  KFC  |  MAKRO CASH&CARRY  |  
McDONALD’S |  SCANIA CZECH REPUBLIC  |  SFINX  |  UNITED BAKERIES  | VALEO  HEAT EXCHANGERS  |  




